
Split Payment Mechanism
– are you ready?



Example
A customer of HSBC delivers goods to their business partner in Poland, and issues  
a VAT sales invoice. The recipient of the goods decides to pay for the invoice in the SPM.

The Split Payment Mechanism (SPM) 
Comes into force on 1 July 2018. The SPM was introduced by 
amending the tax on goods and services (VAT) Act and other laws 
of 15 December 2017.

Key facts
•  Banks and Cooperative Savings and Credit Unions will be obliged to open and 

maintain VAT accounts in Polish currency.

•  The use of the Split Payment Mechanism (SPM) will be voluntary – however, the 
Ministry of Finance envisages a package of incentives for entrepreneurs who use 
the SPM.

•  The Split Payment Mechanism will apply only to transactions between VAT-payers 
(B2B), documented with a VAT invoice on which the tax amount is shown.

•  In the Split Payment Mechanism the Bank automatically splits the payment for 
the purchased goods or services between supplier’s into two separate accounts: 
the settlement account and  the dedicated VAT account. The invoice payer will 
make a single payment with the use of a new money transfer sheet including the 
following details: invoice number, gross amount, VAT amount and recipient’s NIP 
(Tax Identification Number). 

•  No possibility of free disposal of funds received on the VAT account. ■

Payment for an Invoice in the SPM 
– INVOICE (net amount + VAT)

INVOICE (net amount + VAT)

VAT invoice amount: PLN 123.00 (100 net + 23% VAT)
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The Bank will open at least one VAT 
account for each entrepreneur. Funds 
in the SPM will be first booked on 
the settlement account as the total 
amount and then the VAT amount will 
be booked to the VAT account.
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Outbound transactions Inbound transactions

Funds on VAT account can be used, 
particularly:

• VAT payments to the Tax Office,

•  invoice payments to the supplier’s 
VAT account (SPM),

•  VAT corrections to the buyer’s VAT 
of goods or services (SPM),

•  transfer of funds between 
Customer’s own VAT accounts 
within the same bank.

Payments to VAT accounts can be 
credited with, particularly:

•  invoice payments to the supplier’s 
VAT account (SPM), 

•  refund resulting from the 
correction invoice,

•  VAT refund by the tax office, 

•  transfer of funds between 
Customer’s own VAT accounts 
within the same bank. ■

Summary
What, among others, will be affected by the SPM?

LIQUIDITY
It may happen that the VAT amount blocked on the VAT account affects the 
customer’s ability to settle current payables. ■ 

FINANCIAL & ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
 More details will be required to make a payment under the SPM regime 
(gross amount, VAT amount, recipient’s NIP (Tax Identification Number), 
invoice number). Consequently, the format of domestic payment files will 
change: Elixir, SORBNET, MT 101. It should be also kept in mind that ONE 
INVOICE = ONE PAYMENT, and payments for more than one invoice in a 
single transaction will not be possible. ■

SPM – are you ready?
Officially, the SPM is voluntary – i.e. it is up to the invoice payer whether to make the 
payment in the SPM or otherwise, and the invoice issuer has no influence on it; they 
even can not know in advance how the payment will be made. However, the legislator 
has envisaged a number of incentives to encourage using the SPM. In addition, as 
the ways how funds on the VAT account can be used will be limited, recipients of 
payments in the SPM scheme may be encouraged to use this mechanism.

Conclusion
Each entrepreneur whose business partners start to use the SPM should carefully 
analyse the potential implications of the Split Payment Mechanism.



Your queries will be answered by:

• Relationship Manager 
• Corporate Customer Service Team: +48 22 354 05 60.

Our response:
SIMPLICITY TRANSPARENCY SUPPORT

•  The Bank will open one 
VAT account per Corporate 
Customer for all settlement 
accounts in the Bank.  
A separate request will  
be necessary to open more 
than one VAT account. 

•  VAT accounts will be 
opened and maintained 
free of charge. The Bank 
is not planning for the SPM 
to introduce a separate 
fee for SPM. 

•  The Bank will inform about 
the VAT account numbers. 
Numbers of settlement 
accounts remain 
unchanged. 

•  Separate Agreement will 
not be required to open  
a VAT account. 

•  VAT accounts will 
be linked with the 
electronic banking 
system by the Bank 
without any  
additional request 
from the Customer. 

•  The Bank will provide 
bank statements for 
VAT accounts, just like 
for all current accounts. 
The Bank will provide 
information on the VAT 
account balance in 
the electronic banking 
system. 

•  Maintaining a VAT 
account will be covered 
by the amended 
General terms and 
conditions of opening 
and maintaining bank 
accounts. 

•  Corporate Customer 
Service Team, 
materials, trainings.

•  In case of financial 
liquidity problems, 
the Bank may offer 
financing solutions.

•  Before booking  
a SPM payment,  
the Bank will verify 
the balance of funds 
on the VAT account.

•  The Bank 
will provide 
a specification  
and instructions 
for the new SPM 
transfer type. ■


